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ARTICLE I
PREAMBLE
This Agreement has been entered into by and between the Village of Frankfort, Hereinafter
desiJ?;nated~sthe "Village" and Local Union 43 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, AFL-CIO, hereinafter designated as the "Union."
ARTICLE II
INTENT AND PURPOSE
The Village and the Union each represent that the intent and purpose of this agreement is to
promote and improve labor-management relations, to recognize mutual interest, to provide a
channel through which information may be transmitted, to promote efficiency and to set forth an
agreement between the parties with respect to rate.sof pay, hours of work, conditions of
employment and to provide for the orderly settlement of disputes between them.
ARTICLE III
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Village reserves and retains the right to direct, manage and control the operations and the
work force, except where this Agreement provides to the contrary.
The Village retains the authority, including but not limited to, the right to establish, eliminate or
modify operations, the right to determine the size of the work force and the work performed, the
right to hire, transfer, layoff: promote, demote and discharge for cause, subject, however to the
provisions of this Agreement. The Village retains and reserves unto itself all rights, power,
authority, duty and responsibility confirmed on and vested in it by the Charter ofth(~ Village and
its laws and ordinances; and of the laws and Constitution of the State of New York and/or the
United States of America.
It is agreed that any provision of this Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its
implementation by amendment of law or by providing the additional funds therefore, will not
become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE IV
TERRITORY
The territory covered by this Agreement shall include all the franchised territory of the Village and
shall also apply whenever employees are required to perform assigned duties outside such
franchise.
ARTICLE V
RECOGNITION
The Village recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive representative for employees covered
by this Agreement as shown by job titles contained in Schedule A attached and made a part
hereof
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The provisions of this Agreement shall not apply to confidential employees, or to plumbers,
bricklayers, carpenters, cement finishers or any craft union affiliated with the American Federation
of Labor and who are employed by the Village on an hourly basis nor shall this Agn~ement apply
to management personnel employed by the Village in any manner whatsoever.
Foremen and other supervisory personnel not within the bargaining unit shall not perform work of
the type and grade performed by represented employees except in the case of an emergency.
ARTICLE VI
UNION SECURITY
All employees who are members of the Union on the effective date of this agreement shall be
required to remain members of the Union as a condition of employment during the term of this
Agreement. AIl employees, who are not members and all new employees, shall be required to
become and remain members of the Union as a condition of employment on the thirtieth (30th)
day following the date of their employment or the effective date of this Agreement, whichever is
later.
ARTICLE VII
DUES CHECKOFF
(1) Upon receipt of a written authorization from any employee, the Village will make the
authorized deductions from the wages due the employee each pay period, starting not earlier than
the first pay period following the thirty first (31st) day of employment and remit the same to the
Union. The monthly per capita dues shall be deducted from the first pay period of the month.
(2) The form of written authorization to be used shall be provided by the Union.
(3) The Village will remit to the Union by the fifteenth (15th) of the following month, all
deductions for dues and initiation fees made from the wages of the employees for the preceding
month, together with a list of all employees for whom dues and/or initiation fees have been
deducted and the amount of said deductions.
(4) The Village will furnish the Union with the names of newly hired employees together with
their addresses, social security numbers, work classification per Schedule A of this Agreement and
the names of terminated employees together with the date of termination and the names of
employees on leave of absence.
(5) The Union will indemnify and hold harmless the Village from any claims or actions brought
by any member of the bargaining unit arising from deductions remitted in accordance with this
Agreement.
(6) The Village agrees that upon deduction, transmittal and disposition thereafter, the funds are
the sole and exclusive responsibility of the Union.
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ARTICLE VIII
NO STIDKEAND NO LOCKOUT
It is the mutual desire of both the Village and the Union to promote industrial peace and to
provide for .stable and harmonious labor relations. Therefore, the Village agrees that there shall
..
be no lockouts and the Union agrees that there shall be no strikes or other stoppages of work
during the life of this Agreement.
It is agreed that the Village may take such disciplinary action as it may deem necessary with
respect to employees participating in a strike or work stoppage. Employees so disciplined will
have recourse to the grievance and arbitration procedure as set forth in this Agreement, but the
discipline imposed will not be overturned unless the employee is found innocent of any violation
or that the employee participated only from fear of harm on the basis of threats.
ARTICLE IX
LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
There willbe a Labor/Management Committee established and consisting of two (2) members from
the Union and two (2) members from the Village. The Steward of the bargaining unit .and the
Superintendent in charge of the bargainingunit will assume a position on the Committee as permanent
members. The remaining members of the Committee will be appointed by the respective parties to
this Agreement. The members of the Committee will appoint a Chair Person to preside at meetings
and a Recorder to write, maintain and distribute minutes and distribute correspondence.
The appointments to the Committee will be made for a period of one year and will renew
automatically unless the appointment is changed by an appropriate and respective party to this
Agreement.
The Committee will meet on a monthlybasis (unless canceled by mutual consent) or within forty (48)
hours of being notifiedby a member of the Committee and will take into consideration all problems,
issues and disputes brought to its attention. However, the Committee ISnot authorized to make
material changes to this Agreement. A copy of all minutes will be forwarded to the Business
Manager of the Union and the Mayor of the Village.
The Committee will serve as the second step of the Grievance Procedure as outlined in this
Agreement and will maintain accurate records during any and all hearings.
All matters coming before the Committee will be decided by majority vote. Two members of the
Committee, consisting of one member from each respective party, will be considered a quorum for
the transaction of business. Each party will have the right to cast the full vote of its membership and
it will be counted as though all were present and voting.
The Committee may, on a case by case basis, retain jurisdiction over a matter or issue by majority
vote for a period of one regularly scheduled meeting of the Committee to the next.
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ARTICLE X
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
( 1) A grievance is defined as an alleged violation of the law;governing the employer-employee
relationship, or an allegedviolationof the terms of this agreement or any type of supeJvisory conduct
which unjustly or unlawfullycauses an employee to lose his job or any benefits arising out of his job.
(2) If any dispute arises between an employeeand the Village or the Union and the Village, as to any
unadjusted grievance or to the rights of either party under this Agreement, both parties will endeavor
to settle such matters in the simplest and most direct manner. Grievances must be taken up within
seven (7) working days of the occurrence in order to be arbitrable. The procedure, unless changed,
or any step waived, shall be as follows:
Step 1. Between the employeeand the Superintendent, with or without the Steward.
Within seven (7) working days after the grievance is presented to him, the
Superintendent shall render his decision. In the event of a written grievance, the
Union shall be notified in writing within seventy (72) hours of the Superintendent's
decision.
Step 2. If the grievance is not settled in Step 1, then within, but not later than seven
(7) working days after the grievant has been formally notified of the decision of the
Superintendent,. the grievance may be appealed by the Union as follows:
A meeting of the Labor/Management Committeewill be convened to adjust the
grievance. The Committee will meet within forty (48) hours of being called to
convene by the Chairman. Within two (2) working days after the grievance is .
presented to the Labor/Management Committee, the Committee will render its
decision in writing. The Union will be notified within twenty-four (24) hours
of the decision. The provisions of Article IX will apply to all
Labor/Management Committee involvement in the procedure.
Step 3. If the grievance is not settled in Step 2, then within, but not later than seven
(7) calendar days after the Union has been formally notified of the decision of the
Labor/Management Committee, the grievance may be appealed by the l]nion as
follows:
.
The Business Manager or his designee, the Mayor of the Village and the
Superintendent shallmeet within seven (7) working days after written notice is
provided by the Union. The Mayor will render the decision in writing to the
Union within seventy-two (72) hours. If the decision requires Board action, it
will be taken up at the next special or regular Board meeting.
Step 4. If the grievance is not settled in Step 3, then within, but not later than seven
(7) working days after the Mayor or his designee shall have notified the Business
Manager or his designee of the decision, the grievance may be submitted to
arbitration.
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(3) No arbitrator functioning under this step of the grievance procedure shall have any power to
amend, nlodify or delete any provision of this Agreement.
(4) Expenses for the arbitrator's services and the proceedings shall be borne equally by the Village
and the Uni6n. If either party desires a stenographic record of the proceedings, it may cause such a
record to be made and that party shall pay for the record.
(5) The time limits set forth in the Article may be extended by mutual agreement in writing.
(6) Any step of the grievance procedure may be bypassed by mutual agreement in writing.
(7) The procedure set forth in this Article will not be used to abrogate or change any part of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE XI
DEFINITIONS
(I) Temporary Employee: is defined by Civil Service regulations as one hired to fill a.temporary job,
opening and will be a non-regular employee of the Village, whether full time or part: time.
(a) Temporary Employees will be paid at the rate of pay which corresponds \vith the
starting pay rate ,ofthe job being worked, unless however, the temporary job opening
is extended by mutual agreement. At that time, the rate of pay will correspond with
the incremental rate of pay for the job being worked as defined in Schedule A
contained herein.
(b) Temporary Employees are not entitled to Health Insurance or other paid benefits
including vacation accrual, personal days, sick leave, Compensatory Time, Holiday
pay, Bereavement Time and Jury Duty pay.
(2) Temporary Job Opening: is defined as any opening within the bargaining unit which requires the
hiring of additional personnel and can be shown to be of a duration not to exceed sixty (60) calendar
days. This period can be extended up to a maximum of thirty (30) calendar days by mutual consent
of the parties to this Agreement. The Village will inform the Union, in writing, of any temporary job
openings, the name of the individualhired to fill the opening, the date hired and the classification and
wage rate of the individual hired to fill the opening.
(a) When a temporary job opening is created due to an authorized leave of absence, .
the temporary job opening may be for the duration of the authorized leave of absence.
b) Should a regular employee accept a temporary job opening within the Village, that
employee will retain all bargaining unit seniority for the duration.
(3) Probationary Employee: is defined by Civil Service regulations as one hired to fill a regular
position. The probation period will be for a duration not to exceed 180 calendar days, during which
time the employee's qualifications will be determined. The rate of pay will be determined by the
position and wage schedule attached to this Agreement.
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(a) Time worked as a temporary employee will be counted toward the probationary
period.
(4) Regular Employee: is an employee on the active payrollnot classified as temporary, probationary
or part-time'.
(5) Clerical Worker: is an employee identified by Civil Service regulations and listed on Schedule
A of this Agreement.
(6) Part Time Worker: is an employeeon the active payroll who works less than twenty (20) hours
per week and less than eight (8) hours per day and is not a regular employee working a shorter work
week or shorter day. Part Time employees are permitted in the Clerical Workers classification only.
(a) Part Time employees will be paid at the rate of pay which corresponds with the
starting pay rate of the job being worked, unless however, the temporary job opening
is extended by mutual agreement. At that time, the rate of pay will correspond with
the incremental rate of pay for the job being worked as defined in Schedule A
contained herein.
(b) Part Time employees are not entitled to Health Insurance or other paid benefits
including vacation accrual, personal days, sick leave, Compensatory Time, Holiday
pay, Bereavem~nt Time, and Jury Duty pay.
(7) Winter Work: the winter work schedule may begin at any time during the week that November
1st falls in and end with the week that April 1st falls in. The Village reserves the right to schedule
shift hours during the winter work period for snow removal.
.
(a) The work day during any winter work schedule will be eight (8) hours worked
with a one-half hour unpaid lunch period.
(b) The work week during any winter work schedule will be five consecutive days,
Mondaythrough Friday. .
(8) Water Run: is the collectionand testing of samplesper Department of Health regulations. When
the Water Run is performed by a member of the bargaining unit, the following terms and conditions
will apply:
(a) The individualperforming the water run will receive a minimum of two (2) hours
pay to perform the water run. Work performed on Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays
listed in this Agreement will be paid at one and one-half (1 ~) the basic hourly rate
of pay. Work performed after the normal work schedule as defined by this Agreement
will be paid at the applicable overtime rate of pay, except as defined above.
(9) Call-Out: is a communication to an off-duty individual to report immediately to a designated
work location to engage in overtime work. The individual will receive a minimum of two (2) hours
pay at the applicable overtime rate of pay for each call-out.
(10) Reduction in Force: is an instance where the Village finds in necessary to reduce the number
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of employees working under this Agreement. A reduction in force can be either by lay-of( .whether
temporary' or pennanent, whereby an employee no longer retains his position, or by surplus, whereby
a position is eliminated.
ARTICLE XII
VACANCIES, OPENINGS, REDUCTION IN FORCE AND RECALL
1. Vacancies and Openings: Whenever a regular job vacancy or new position occ.urs within the
bargaining unit, the Villagewill post a notice for a period of seven (7) working days. The notice will
state the classification, rate of pay, nature of the job requirements and the job description approved
by Civil Service Law.
a) Application for a posted regular job vacancy or new position by interested
individuals must be made to the Village Clerk and the Superintendent.
b) The Villagewill notify any individualwho applies for a posted regular job vacancy
or new position by certified mail (return receipt requested) of the receipt of the
application.
The Village will fill the vacancy from within the bargaining unit, provided that there is an interested
candidate who has filed an application within the guidelines listed above, and who possesses the
qualificationsunder New York State Civil Service Law and is qualified in the opinion of the Village.
a) A trial period, lastingnot more than sixty (60) calendar days will be established for
all regular job vacancies or new positions filled through the posting and recall
procedure. This trial period cannot be extended for any reason.
.
b) At any time during the trial period, the employee has the right to relinquish the
position awarded through the posting or recall procedure and retreat to the most
recently held position within the bargaining unit. If an employee disqualifies himself
from a position in this manner, he will not be allowed to bid or bump into this same
position for a period of twenty-four (24) months.
c) At any time during the trial period, The Village has the right to remove an
employee from a position awarded through the posting or recall procedure if it is
determined that the employee is not qualified to perform the job. In the case of a
position awarded through the posting procedure, the employee will be returned to the
position he held immediatelyprior to the award. In the case of a job awarded through
the recall procedure, the employee's name will be restored to the recall list and his
recall period willbegin anew. Any decision to disqualify an employee from a position
awarded through the posting or recall procedure will be subject to the grievance
procedure.
d) In the event that an employee is awarded a position in another unit within the
Village, the employee will have the right to retreat to the originally held position
within sixty (60) days. This action will not constitute a break in service or result in
a loss or break in bargaining unit seniority.
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e) If two (2) or more bargaining unit employees seek the regular job vacancy or new
po'sition and the Village determines that skill, ability and experience are equal, then
seniority will determine which individual is awarded the position.
f) In the event that a regular, full time position is filled by a transfer from another
.
department within the bargaining unit, the employee awarded the position will retain
all bargaining unit and Village seniority. An employee awarded a position in this
manner will not be subject to any additional probationary period. However, the
individual will be subject to the trial period as defined in this Agreement.
2. The Village will post any temporary job opening for a period of two (2) working days. The notice
will state the classification, rate of pay, nature of the job requirements and the job description
approved by Civil Service Law. .
3. Reduction in Force: When circumstancesdemand a reduction in the work force via layoff: whether
temporary or permanent, employees in the affected department (DPW or Water Department) will be
laid off according to the following procedure:
a) All part time employees will be laid off
b) All temporary employees will be laid off
c) Next, all probationary employees will be laid off
d) Lastly, the pet:manentemployee in the classification will be laid off in the order of
least senior employee and progressing up the seniority list.
A regular employee who is removed from his classification by lay-off or surplus shall have the right
to displace a less senior employee from a classification he previously held, provided, however, that
the displacing employee has held the classification within the bargaining unit for at least a period of
thirty (30) days. Failingthe abilityto displace a less senior employee from a previously held position,
the employee will be laid off and his name will be placed on the recall list.
4. Recall List: An individual placed on the recall list will remain on the list for the period specified
below or until he fails to return to a regular, full-time job within the limits of this Article:
a) the length of employment with the Village not to exceed thirty-six (36)
months
Whenever the Village increases the work force, it will first classify the opening then canvas the
individuals on the recall list. The first applicants considered to fill the opening are individuals who
were previously employed by the Village. The individuals shall be recalled in the same manner and
in the same order of seniority as is used for filling a regular opening, i.e., the most senior former
employee will be recalled first.
a) The recalled individual will have three (3) days to respond to the offer for
employment. If the individual does not respond within three (3) days, it will be
considered a refusal and the individual will be removed from the recall list.
b) Refusal of an individualto accept a part-time or seasonal position will not remove
that individual from the recall list.
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c) Should a part-time or seasonal position filledvia the recall procedure become a full-
time position, the applicable individuals on the recall list will be canvassed to fill the'
full-time position.
5. Temporary Transfer: When an employee is assignedto a higher grade of work than that specified
by his classificatio~ for a period of four (4) or more hours or for an overtime period, his wage rate
will be adjusted to correspond with the wage rate for such classification. The wage rate applicable
to a temporary assignment shallbe on the same basis as if the assignment were a regular assignment.
The upgraded rate will apply to Holidays listed as paid under this Agreement and to any vacation time
scheduled prior to the upgrade, provided however, the employee is upgraded for a minimum period
offive (5) days within the week immediatelyprecedingthe scheduled vacation and is upgraded to the
same classificationfor a minimum period of five (5) days within the week immediately following the
scheduled vacation. Notwithstanding the above, earned sick days, disability benefits and personal
days as outlined in this Agreement will be paid at the rate of pay commensurate with the employee's
regular classification. Upon completion of the assignment or upon evidence of the employee's
inabilityto perfonn such assignment, the employee shall be restored to his regular classification and
wage rate.
ARTICLE XllI
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
1. The Village shall not discharge or suspend an employee without just cause as covered by this
Agreement.
2. The first warning for an infraction shall be an oral/written warning, with the Union 'Steward
present. Written notification, with circumstances surrounding the event, will be forwarded to the
Union. A second warning will be in writing, with a copy forwarded immediately to the Union
Steward and the Local Union representative. Details of the alleged violation shall be inchJded. A
third warning will be in writing and noted as "FINAL WARNING BEFORE DISCIPLINARY
ACTION WILL BE TAKEN' with a copy forwarded immediately to the Union Steward and the
Local Union representative.
Should an alleged violation occur again, the employee may be suspended for a period up to three (3)
days without pay. This action will be subject to the grievance procedure.
3. Discharge shall be subject to the grievance procedure contained in this Agreement.
4. After eighteen (18) months, no letter of warning shall be used in any future disciplinary action.
5. 'Yhen an employee within the bargaining unit is disciplined, suspended or discharged for cause,
the Village will, when possible, notify the Union representative in advance. It is understood and
agreed that no employee shall be disciplined or discharged until he has been given reasonable
opportunity to meet the Village's standards. Employees who are found under investigation to have
been suspended or discharged in violationof this Agreement shall be restored to their former position
with fullback pay.
6. Nothing within this Article shall preclude the Village from either immediately suspending or
discharging an employee for offenses or infractions so repugnant to the workplace that such
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disciplinary action may be appropriate.
7. Disciplinary action for the use of alcohol or drugs on the job is set forth in the document entitled
"Village Qf Frankfort Policy on Drug and Alcohol Testing" agreed upon and made part of this
Agreement.
'
ARTICLE XIV
BARGAINING UNIT SENIORITY
1. Bargaining unit seniority shallbe the length of an employee's continuous service as measured from
the employee's starting date withinthe bargainingunit.
.
2. When two or more employees have the same bargaining unit seniority date, a lottery will
determine the senior employee in matters pertaining to seniority.
(a) the lottery shall be in a manner approved by the effected employees
(b) the lottery shalltake place in the presence of the Unit Steward, the Superintendent
and the effected employees
3. Temporary employees shall not accumulate seniority, but if and when such employee is hired as
a permanent employee, t.heemployee shall immediately be credited with seniority for all continuous
past employment within the bargaining unit.
4. Bargaining unit seniority shall apply in determining the accumulation of benefits where length of
service is a factor specified in the Agreement.
.
5. In July of each year or when the list is altered or adjusted, the Village shall, upon the Union's
request, provide to the Union a list of bargaining unit employees including the starting date of each
employee.
6. In the event of a reduction in force and to the extent permitted under Civil Service Law and Rules,
the bargaining unit Steward shall be continued at work at all times provided he can perform any of
the work available.
ARTICLE XV
EVALUATION
The Superintendent of Water, Sewer and Public Works shall evaluate in writing the performance of
employees of the bargaining unit on or about February 1st during each year of this contract,
commencing February I, 1997 or as soon thereafter as practicable. This evaluation and assessment
shall be reasonably related to the job performance of the employee, the goals and objectives of the
Village and the job description of the position. The evaluati<;mand assessment process will be
conducted by the Superintendent.
The evaluation and assessment will be put in writing and the Superintendent will review with each
employee the results of the evaluation, assessment and job performance. In the event the evaluation
is unsatisfactory, reasonable and specific instances of unsatisfactory performance will be provided.
The evaluation and assessment shall include recommendations for improvement.
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The employee will be provided a written copy of the evaluation and assessment. The ~~mplo'yeeshall
have the right, within ten (10) working days, of answering (in writing) the evaluation and assessment.
The Superintendent's written evaluation and the employee's written answer shall become permanent
parts of the employee's personnel file.
ARTICLE XVI
LEA VES OF ABSENCE
1. The Village may grant leaves of absencenot to exceed one year without loss of seniority. In order
to be eligiblefor a leave of absence, the individual must have been employed for a period of at least
three months.
2. Any request for a leave of absence shall be submitted in writing to the Superintendent. The
request shall state the reason the leave of absence is being requested.
ARTICLE XVII
DISABILITY INSURANCE AND SUPPLEMENT
1. Disability Insurance: The Village will obtain and bear the premium cost of disability insurance
coverage for employees covered by this Agreement that is comparable in coverage and benefits to
the disability coverage required of private sector employers by the State of New York
An employee absent due to disability shall be required to comply with notice and filing requirements
imposed by the Village's disabilityinsurance carrier. Employees may be required to provide medical
verification of the existence of continuation of a disability.
2. Disability Supplement: An employee collecting disability benefit payments may elect, by written
notification to the Superintendent, to supplement such payments from his accrued sick leave up to
a maximum of two (2) sick leave days per week at his or her regular straight time hourly rate of pay.
ARTICLE XVIII
MILITARY SERVICE TRAINING
1. An employee will be paid at their regular straight time rate of pay up to thirty (30) days per
calendar year when engaged in Anned Forces Reserve and/or National Guard training periods. Proof
of service must be submitted in accordance with Civil Service military law statutes.
2. Any period of time served on military leave of absence will be considered as time worked in
determining the eligibility for paid vacations during the calendar year and during th~:calendar year
following return to employment within the bargaining unit.
3. This article does not supersede CivilServiceLaw. Employees will retain all rights under Sections
242 and 243 of the Military Law.
4. Military leave of absence will not constitute a break in service or result in a loss or break in
bargaining unit seniority.
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ARTICLE XIX
SAFETY
1. A Safety Committee win be formed to minimize accidents in the work place and to promote safety.
The Village~agrees to address, within five (5) days, any matter which may cause personal injury to
an employee. AIl requests must be in writing from the Safety Officer to the Superintendent.
2. The Union win appoint a SafetyOfficer. The Safety Officer shall have the authority to stop work
that he feels is unsafe or unhealthy despite written or verbal orders from any supervisor.
3. The Village will supply necessary protective items such as:
a) rain gear, rubber boots" work and protective gloves, safety helmets and other safety
clothing according to work classification
b) coveralls (one pair annually)
c) prescription or non-prescription safety glasses
d) Steel toe work boots (one pair every two (2) years) at a location designated by the
Village. Any better boot will be at the employee's extra expense.
e) The Villagewillprovide work uniforms for the auto mechanic. This will include cleaning
and maintenance of the uniforms.
The Village will replace safetyglassesprovided, however, those safety glasses are broken on the job.
4. All Village vehicles involvedin DPW and Water Department will be equipped with two way radio
communication.
5. All Village operations involving a winged plow will be operated with two (2) employees.
6 (a) If an employee is required by job description to have a Commercial Driver's License (CDL),
it will be the employee's responsibilityto obtain the CDL and pay all associated fees in order to obtain
the CDL. The Villagewill reimbursethe employee the cost of all associated fees provided, however,
the employee submits proper documentation. Testing and permit fees will be reirnbursed to the
employee one time only. Should it be necessaryfor the employee to re-take the test to obtain a CDL,
associated fees will be the responsibility of the employee and the Village will not reimburse the
employee.
.
(b) The Village will reimburse the employee the difference between a CDL and a Class D driver's / ~
license when the employee obtains or renews the CDL. .,;2;rS-()~ ~ fr:()tJ~~ .:J//r
7. The Village will provide employees with all necessary tools required for the performance of their
job.
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ARTICLE XX
CHAIN OF COMMAND
It is agreed that any and all job related matters wiJ).follow a chain of command headed by the
Superintendent or foreman, except in cases of emergency. The Mayor, any Village Trustee, the
Village clerk or any other agent of the ViHagewin interact only with the Superintendent in job related
matters.
Members of the bargaining unit are responsible, in job related matters.. to the appropriate foreman
and/or the Superintendent only.
ARTICLE XXI
WORK SCHEDULE
1. A basic work day of eight (8) hours.and a basic work week of forty (40) hours shan be maintained
for an regular, probationary and temporary employees for those classifications listed on Schedule A
as DPW and Water Department. The normal work week for these employees shall be considered as
Monday through Friday. The normal work day shall be considered as eight (8) hours worked
between the hours of 7:00 AM and 3:30 PM with an unpaid lunch period of one half (~) hour daily.
Work may start as much a~ one (1) hour earlier and two (2) hours later at the discretio.n of the
Village, provided however, that notification is made to the effected employee prior to the end of the
previous work day. Work performed in excess of forty (40) hours per week shall be paid at the
applicable overtime rate and work performed in excess of eight (8) hours per day shall be paid at the
applicable overtime rate.
2. A basic work day of seven (7) hours and a basic work week of thirty five (35) hours shall be
maintained for those classificationslistedon Schedule A as ClericalWorkers. The normal work week
for these employees shall be considered as Monday through Fri~ay. The normal work day shall be
considered as seven (7) hours worked between the hours of 8:30 AM and 4:30 PM with an unpaid
lunch period of one (1) hour daily. Work may start as much as one (1) hour earlier and two (2) hours
later at the discretion of the Village, provided however, that notification is made to the effected
employee prior to the end of the previous work day. Work performed in excess of thirty five (35)
hours per week shall be paid at the applicable overtime rate and work performed in excess of seven
(7) hours per day shall be paid at the applicable overtime rate.
3. A basic work day for those classificationslisted on Schedule A as temporary shall be between the
hours of 7:00 AM and 3:30 PM. Should a temporary employee work in excess of four (4) hours
daily, an unpaid lunch period of one half (~) hour shan be provided. The normal work week shall
be considered as Monday through Friday.
.4. A basic work day for those employeelisted on ScheduleA and assignedto a winter work schedule
shall be eight (8) hours worked between the hours of 11:00 PM and 7:30 AM with an unpaid lunch
period of one half (~) hour daily. Work performed in excess of forty (40) hours per week shall be
paid at the applicableovertime rate and work performed in excess of eight (8) hours per day shall be
paid at the applicableovertime rate. Employees listed on Schedule A and assigned to a winter work
schedule shall qualify for the shift rate of pay as defined in this Article.
5. The work day for all employees listed on Schedule A shall commence and terminate at the
assigned operating headquarters and an travel time to and from such operating headquarters and field
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locations shall be considered as time worked.
6. Employees listed on Schedule A as DPW and Water Department will be allowed a twenty (20)
minute break during each half of the dailyshift. Employees listed on Schedule A as Clerical workers
win be allowed a fifteen(15) minute break during each halfof the daily shift. Breaks will be observed
at a time and place that will minimizedisruption to the continuing operations.
7. When so elected by the Village..multiple shifts of at least five (5) days duration n1aybe worked.
The first shift will be worked hetween the hours of7:00 AM and 3:30 PM with a half hour unp.aid
lunch period. Employees on the first shift will receive their regular hourly rate ofpay.,f
The second shift will be worked between the hours of3:30 PM and 12 Midnight with a half hour
unpaid lunch period. Employees on the second shift will receive their regular hourly rate of pay plus
five percent (5%).
.
The third shiftwill be worked between the hours of 12 Midnightand 7:30 AM with a half hour unpaid
lunch period. Employees on the third shift will receive their regular hourly rate of pay plus five
percent (5%).
.
All overtime work required after the completion of a regular shift will be paid at the applicable
overtime rate of pay. There shallbe no pYraInidingof overtime rates and double the straight time rate.
shall be the maximum compensation for any hour worked.
ARTICLE xxn
OVERTIME COMPENSATION
1. Except as otherwise provided in this Article, the overtime rate of pay shall be one and one half
times the employee's straighttimerate of pay. .
2. Work performed by those classifications listed on Schedule A as DPW or Water Department in
excess of eight (8) hours dailyor forty (40) hours weeklywillbe paid at time and one half the straight
time rate of pay.
3. Work performed by those classifications listed on Schedule A as Clerical Work(~rsin excess of
seven (7) hours daily or thirty five (35) hours weekly will be paid at time and one half the straight
time rate of pay.
4. Worked performed on Sundayby any classificationlisted on Schedule A will be paid at double the
straight time rate of pay. If an employee's overtime work then continues without interruption into
the next calendar day, the double timerate willapply to uninterrupted working time until the regularly
scheduled tour of duty begins.
5. A policy for controlling and documenting compensatory time (comp time) will be created. The
following conditions will apply for the Comp Time Policy:
a) Comp Time can only be used in lieu of overtime pay hours at the discretion of the
employee. Comp Time hours are to be recorded and documented by the Village of
Frankfort.
b) A maximum limit of one hundred twenty (120) hour~ can be accumulated and
carried from year to year.
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c) A request for the implementation ofComp Time must be made forty (48) hours i.n
advance. Any request made less than forty eight (48) hours in advance will be at the
discretion of the' Superintendent.
.
d) Comp Time may not be used to extend a vacation day or Holiday unless previously
arranged two (2) weeks in advance.
e) A maximumof two (2) employeesmay be away ITomwork at the same time during
regular, non-winter work hours. No more than one (1) employee may be away from
work during winter work hours without prior approval of the Superintendent.
f) Comp time hours are never lost upon termination of employment by whatever
means. The employee will receive the full hourly benefit accumulated. Comp Time
will be paid at the regular straight time rate of pay until paid in full at the rate of forty
hours per week.
6. As far as practical and taking into account qualifications and availability, overtime will be
distributed equally among employees in the affected classification.
7. The Village will, except in cases of emergency, notify employees twenty four (24) hours in
advance of any scheduled overtime.
ARTICLE XXIII
COMPENSATION FOR TIME NOT WORKED
1. Joint Conferences: Whenever the Village and the Union hold a joint conference, the employees
designated by the Union as officialrepresentatives in numbers required according to this Agreement,
will be excused ITomduty and receivetheir straight time rate of pay not to exceed eight (8) hours per
day for time lost due to such scheduled meeting provided, however, that such time is'within the first
forty (40) hours of the work week. Time off for Union activities during the regular work schedule
will not be paid by the Village.
2. Rest Period: Employees will be allowed a rest period after twelve (12) hours of work, non-
consecutive, within the same twenty four (24) hour period.
(a) This twelve (12) hours of work, non consecutive, does not include the rest
period.
(b) An employee is allowed eight (8) hours rest prior to theeginning of the regular
shift. Ifan employeeworks any period of time within the established rest period, the
employee willbe allowed an equal amount of time off: with pay, at the regular rate
of pay.
c) Rest period willbe taken at the start of or end of the following day's regular shift.
3. Safety: required attendance at meetings pertaining to Village activities such as first-aid and safety
meetings shall be on Village time.
4. Sick Time: Employees willbe granted twelve (12) sick days, and/or one (1) day per month. These
sick days can accumulate up to a maximum of sixty (60) days. The Village may require a Doctor's
Certificate after the second (2nd) consecutive day of absence.
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5. Bereavement Time: Employees may have up to three (3) work days in the event of a de,ath of an
irnri1ediatefamily member. For the purpose of this policy, immediate family is designated as one of
the following: spouse, ~hild, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, maternal grandparents,
paternal grandparents and grandchild. These days must fall from the day of death and e~d with the
day of the fu~eral. In case of springburial,two (2) days will be allowed for calling hours and the day
of the burial will be allowed, if requested.
6. Pallbearers: Employees may serve as paIlbearers with notification to the Superintendent and the
employee shall be allowed one' half day absence from work unless covered under Section 5
(Bereavement Time) of this article. Personal days, Comp Time or vacation time may be applied for
as time away from ,work, provided however, permission has been granted by the Superintendent.
7. Personal Leave Days: Employees who have completed one (I) year of service will be eligible for
the consideration of three (3) paid personal leave days per year.
a) Personal leave will be handled at the discretion of the Superintendent andtheemployee.
Whenever possible, two (2) days prior notice, in writing, will be provided to the Superintendent. ,
Emergency personal leave wiIl be documented, in writing, upon return to work.
b) Personal leave will not be aIlowed for the following reasons:
1. Early ,commencement or extension of a vacation perod or holiday
2. To supplement other legitimate excused paid absence or "day off'
at the employee's discretion.
8. Jury Duty: A regular, fuIl-time employee who loses time from his job because of jury duty as
certified by the clerk of the court shall be paid by the Village in an amount equal to the difference
between his regular, straight time rate of pay (up to a maximum of eight (8) 'hours daily) and the daily
jury fee.
a) When jury service is completed prior to I :00 PM, the employee is required to telephone
the Villageand report to work.
'
'
b) The employee must notify the Superintendent immediately upon receipt ofa summonsfor
jury service.
'
c) This section is not applicable when an employee voluntarily seeks jury service.
d) No reimbursement of wages will be made for jury service during holidays or scheduled
vacation periods.
e) The Village may require adequate documentation of jury service inluding the amount
received for jury service.
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ARTICLE XXIV
VACATIONS
An er1';lployee'sannual vacation shall be determined by his seniority in accordance with the following
schedule: ~.
1 year to 5 years 10 days
5 years to 10 years 15 days
10 years to 20 years 20 days
20 years and over 25 day
If the regular pay day falls during an employee's scheduled vacation, the employee shall receive such
paycheck in advance of the payday period prior to leaving, provided however, the employee has
provided one (1) day advance notice to the payroll clerk.
Upon separation ITomservice or upon death of the employee, any unused, earned vacations days will
be paid to the employee or the listed beneficiary. The appropriate amount will be paid at the rate of
forty (40) hours per week until paid in full.
A maximum of two (2) weeks vacation days may be carried from one vacation period to. the next
vacation period upon approval of the Superintendent.
An employee entitled to Bereavement Time while on vacation shall not lose vacation time.
Vacation pay for each week shall be the employee's current hourly straight time rate of pay
multiplied by forty (40) hours for those employees listed on Schedule A as DPW or Water
Department and shall be multiplied by thirty five (35) hours for those employees listed on Schedule
A as Clerical Workers.
Vacation Schedules willbe establishedby January 31st of each year and will be adjusted so as not to
create shortages in any department. Should any dispute arise, bargaining unit seniority will prevail
as the method to settle the dispute .
ARTICLE XXV
HOLIDA YS
The following holidays shall be recognized as paid holidays:
New Year's Day, Good Friday, Presidents' Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day,
Village of Frankfort Election Day (~ day otfwith pay), Federal Election Day (~ day
ofT with pay), Labor Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day after
Thanksgiving, and Christmas Day
Holidays that fallon Saturday willbe observed on the preceding Friday. Holidays that fall on Sunday
will be observed on the following Monday.
In order to be entitled to Holiday pay, the employee must work his regular scheduled work day
immediately preceding the Holiday or subsequent to the Holiday.
Vacation days and paid sick leave days shall be considered as days worked.
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ARTICLE XXVI
STANDBY POLICY
(1) A qualified DPW and Water Department employee assigned standby d~ty (only during the winter
work ~cheduleas defined in this Agreement) will receive one hundred dollars ($100.00) per week in
addition to the regular weekly wage. The DPW employee will be called'out for DPW work and the
Water Department employee willbe called out for Water Department work. It will not be necessary
for both individuals to be called out to perform work that requires only one employee, except
however, when conditions warrant or safety requirements require two individuals to perform the
work. The qualified individual assigned standby duty will determine if and when any additional
employees are required and it will be the responsibility of the qualified individual assigned standby
duty to contact the person from the other department when necessary.
(2) Standby pay shall increase by $5.00 per week each contract year, with the first increase due on
June 1, 1996.
(3) The standby list shall be posted on the bulletin board and the standby assignment 'willbe rotated
periodically.
ARTICLE XXVII
SUBCONTRACTING
The Vi11ageshall have the right to subcontract work provided that such subcontracting does not result
in the displacement of any employee, the lay-off of any employee or the loss of work to any
employee.
ARTICLExxvm
EDUCA TION AND TRAINING
The Village will reimburse the cost of tuition, enrollment, course materials and related expenses of
any education and training program which is job related or will allow the enlployee future
advancement. In order to qualify, the employee must receive prior approval from the Village and
submit verification of satisfactory completion of the course.
ARTICLE XXIX
HEALTH INSURANCE
The Village will contribute to the Local 43 Insurance Fund monthly premium payments for health
insurance as follows:
June 1, 1996 Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00) or the required premium whichever is less.
June 1, 1997 Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00) or the required premium whichever is less.
June 1, 1998 Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00) or the required premium whichever is less.
Employees will be eligible for insurance coverage at 12:01 AM on January 1, 1993.
Employees hired after January 1, 1994 shall be responsible for fifty percent (50%) of the monthly
premium for health insurance coverage. The Village will deduct from the weekly paychgeck of
employees hired after January 1, 1994, one fifty second (1/52) of the employee's yearly share of the
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insurance premium and forward those premiums, monthly, to the insurance office incorporated with
all other insurance premiums.
Monthly premiums will be paid in advance and shall be received at the Local 43 Fund Office by the
fifte~~th (15th) of the previous month for which they are intended.
All rules and regulations for the operation and maintenance of the Insurance Fund shall be prescribed
by the trustees thereof and shallbe subject to all state and governmental regulations. The village shall
have no responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the Fund other than complying with the
terms of this Article. '
The Village agrees to pay up to the aforementioned maximums of the cost of the Major Medical
Insurance and Basic Hospital Medical Plan for all future retired Department of Public Works, Water
Department and Clerical Worker employees, by including them into the plan provided for retirees.
The employee will purchase Medicare "B" availability for such coverage.
Part time and/or temporary employees will not be eligible for health insurance.
The terms and conditions outlined in this Article are subject to re-negotiation if, during the term of
this Agreement, a National or State Health Insurance policy is put in place.
ARTICLE XXX
WAGES
Wage rates for all classificationswill be listed on Schedule A of this Agreement, contained herein and
made part of this Agreement. DPW and Water Department classifications as listed on Schedule A
will receive the first increase effective June 1, 1996 and one June 1 of each subsequent year of this
Agreement.
Clerical Worker classifications as listed on Schedule A will receive an increase on June 1, 1996,
January 1, 1997, January 1, 1998 and June 1, 1998. Wage rates for classifications listed as part time
will receive increases that follow the same schedule as Clerical Workers.
.
ARTICLE XXXI
. NON-DISCRIMINATION
The Village, the Union and each employeewillcooperate fully to abide by all applicable Federallaws
and regulations prohibitingdiscriminationfor reasons including,but not limited to race, color religion,
sex, national origin, age, disability, union membership or status as a veteran of the Armed Forces of
the United States.
ARTICLE XXXII
AGREEMENT COMPLETE
This Agreement is complete in writing. It may be amended only by an instrument in writing signed
by the appropriate Village and Union representatives. Such an amendment may be effective during
the term of this Agreement and may extend the term of this Agreement. This Agreement does not
operate to include nor obligate the Villageto continue in effect any condition, benefit or past practice.
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ARTICLExxxm
SEVERABILITY
If the enactment of legislation, or a determination by a court of final jurisdiction (whether in a
proceeding~betweenthe parties or in one based on "asimilar state of facts) invalidates any portion of
this"Agreement,it shallnot effect the validity of the rest of this Agreement, which shall remain in full
force according to its terms in the same manner and with the same effect as if such invalid portion had
not originally been included herein.
"
, ARTICLE XXXIV
DURA TION
1. This Agreement is effective at 12:01AM, June 1, 1996 and shall continue in effect to and
including midnight May 31, 1999, and, thereafter, from year to year, unless prior notice in
writing shall be given by either party to the other of its tennination or any changes desired,
sixty (60) days prior to the end of the current year.
.
2. It is further agreed that in the event an agreement is not reached by Jooe 1, 1999, the
tenns of the agreement reached after that date will be retroactive to June 1, 1999.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed tll1isAgreement
this I ~ day Of~, 1996. .
FOR THE UNION
\~~
Jeremiah F. Comer
Business Manager
FOR THE VILLAGE
~t6#~ -
Fred Pumilio, Mayor
lPn...'ia._ U
~
.,
W'lliamEvans,
~~e
OY\--
Angel Riente, Trustee
~~~ S~~
Francis Spatol, Trustee
This Agreement is subject to approval of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO
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Classification Progression June 1, 1996 June 1, 1997 June 1, 1998
Water Operations Start $9.65 . $9.94 $10.24
Foreperson 6 Months $11.02 $11.35 $11.69
12 Months $12.40 $12.77 $13.15
15 Months $13.78 $14.19 $14.62
Water Maintenance Start $8.37 $8.63 $8.89
Worker 6 Months $10.18 $10.49 $10.80
12 Months $11.45 $11.79 $12.14
15 Months $11.96 $12.32 $12.69
Laborer Start $7.63 $7.86 $8.10
6 Months $8.79 $9.05 $9.32
12 Months $9.94 $10.24 $10.55
15 Months $11.11 $11.44 $11.78
Water Meter Start $7.63 $7.86 $8.10
Reader 6 Months $8.79 $9.05 $9.32
12 Months $9.94 $10.24 $10.55
15 Months $11.11 $11.44 $11.78
.
'.
SCHEDULE A
CLASSIFICATIONS AND WAGE RATES
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Classification Progression June 1, 1996 June 1, 1997 June 1, 1998
Working Start $9.42' $9.70 $9.99
Foreperson 6 Months $10.70 $11.02 $11.35
12 Months $11.97 $12.33 $12.7
15 Months $13.25 $13.65 $14.06
Motor Start $8.13 $8.37 $8.62
Equipment 6 Months $9.29 $9.57 $9.86
Operator 12 Months $10.44 $10.75 $11.07
15 Months $11.61 $11.96 $12.32
Auto Mechanic Start $8.65 $8.91 $9.18
6 Months $9.89 $10.19 $10.50
1i Months $11.12 $11.45 $11.79
15 Months $12.36 $12.73 $13.11
Laborer Start $7.63 $7.86 $8.10
6 Months $8.79 $9.05 $9.32
12 Months $9.94 $10.24 $10.55
15 Months $11.11 $11.44 $11.78
Classification Progression 6/1/96 1/1/97 1/1/98 6/1/98
Account Clerk Start $7.81 $8.04 $8.16 $8.28
6 Months $8.92 $9.19 $9.33 $9.47
12 Months $10.04 $10.34 $10.50 $10.66
15 Months $11.15 $11.49 $11.66 $11.83
Senior N/A $12.15 $12.51 $12.70 $12.89
Account Clerk
.
'. SCHEDULE A
CLASSIFICA TIONS AND WAGE RATES
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ADMINISTRA TIVE LETTER
LOCAL 43, IBEW AND THE VILLAGE OF FRANKFORT, ,.
~.
Letter Number 1 dated August 1, 1996
This is.to confinn the'understandingreached between Local 43, mEW ("the Union") and the Village
of Frankfort ("the Village") regarding health insurance coverage for full time employees and 'their
eligible dependents.
Subsequent to the ratification of the collective bargaining agreement recently negotiated by the
parties, the Village and the Union will consider alternate carriers, policies and coverage for health
insurance that will include Major Medical Insurance, a Basic Hospital Medical Plan and Dental
Insurance coverage ("the Plan") substantially the same as is currently in place. The selection of a
carrier and the Plan will be accomplished on or before October 1, 1996.
The Village and the Union do agree that both parties must approve the terms, conditions. and
Summary Plan Description of the coverage before implementation. It is further agreed that aUfull-
time, regular employees will be covered with the maximum monthly premium contributed by the
Village offour hundred dollars ($400.00) per month for the duration of the Agreement. Should the
monthly premium amount to more than the agreed upon contribution, the Village will deduct trom
the weekly paycheck of the employee one fifty second (1/52) of the employee's yearly share of the
insurance premium.
It is further agreed that upon approval of the terms, conditions and Summary Plan description of the
coverage, each employee will relinquishfour (4) sick days fTomtheir accrued amount of sick days per
year and it is agreed that in subsequentyears of the Agreement, a total of eight (8) sick days per year
will be granted. The~e terms are subordinate to Article XXIII (4) and the remaind(~rof said Article
will remain as written.
The Village and the Union do agree that any changes to the Plan are a mandatory subject of collective
bargaining and must be approved by both parties.
The Village agrees to indemnify and save the Union harmless against any and all claims, demands,
suits or other forms of liabilty that shall arise out of or by reason of action prop(~rlytaken by the
Insurance Carrier.
FORTHEUN~
'\
./J< : .
Jeremiah F. Comer
Business Manager
FOR THE VILLAGE
~~~
Fred Pumilio, Mayor
~
APPRoveO
~QIfKI- L B-E. W.
,
AUG 2 3 1996
.a.&_,~
this apprnnl dOn not 1Iab. the
IntemaUonala P3tty to
"'b ~tIftJOmmt
illiamEva~~
/JY
Ang 0 Riente, Trustee
\~~~-
Francis Spatol, 'Trustee
